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Do you discover yourself perplexed by the adjustments you find in your aging parent? Are you concerned
about what it means to lose a parent to Alzheimer’s?s method of honouring her father, a man of infinite
courage and integrity.Artist/article writer, Ginda Simpson, learned much throughout her father’ With pen
and paintbrush at hand, Ginda drew this portrait using both images and phrases to record what she and her
family members experienced.s.s unforgettable and invaluable journey with Alzheimer’ Her wish is that her
phrases will offer ease and comfort and courage to others on an identical trip. Confident that her father could
have wanted her to write this story, she arranged herself to the duty.s. LOVE ENDURES EVERYTHING is
Ginda’ Will you be able to care for them with the persistence and love that is required? His was an
extraordinary life. As your physician, writer and teacher, her father could have wished his final life journey
to illustrate and illuminate for both his family and the medical community the mysteries and the magnitude
of Alzheimer’
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Very personal A beautiful, personal tale of a family's journey with alzheimer's disease. Not sentimental.
Anyone who has experienced someone you care about who has this horrible disease may find ease and
comfort in her story. Ginda describes how she could look for a context within which to place precious
occasions of intertwined lives, adores and remembrances as her precious father seccumbed to the insidious
disease; Heart wrenching, however respectful and without getting maudlin; family, particularly if they are
coping with alzheimer's and related illnesses. Loved this :) First, I'd like to say thank you to the author also
to Goodreads for my duplicate of "Love Endures EVERYTHING: A Trip with Alzheimer's" which I
received through the Goodreads First-Reads giveaways.I really enojoyed scanning this. Wasn't quite what I
was expecting but I still believe the author did an excellent job writing it and I must say i enjoyed the way in
which she wrote it. From Disbelief to Acceptance Alzheimers, a word evoking fear and heartache, takes on
the character of Al Zhemiers, villian and thief in this little book of recollections and love.Even though it is
some what different from what the author went through, I have a dad who has been diagnosed Dementia." A
Unique Offering of Love By A Talented Artist and Writer Ginda's use of progressively fragmenting artwork
to spell it out the progressive fragmentation of mind and memory space is a stroke of genius.I'm thankful
that there surely is a story from a daughter's point of view and I completely agree with the author. We need
to learn to 'cherish the recollections' of who these were also to 'respect and love' individuals they become.
"We should hold their hand and enter into their new reality, therefore letting them know that they are not
alone.. In this basic, poetic publication, we see and nearly experience, the struggle of one man, who's still
adored and revered by child, family, and colleagues. Any sickness or desease that gradually 'steals' someone
from us, or makes their brain not their very own anymore, could be a very difficult and challenging thing for
anyone to face. Highly Recommend "Love Endures EVERYTHING" is a lovely accounts of how
Alzheimers touched Ginda's family.Like Endures All Things is a distinctive offering of love, by a talented
artist and "wordsmith," the latter being truly a talent she will need to have inherited from her beloved father.
As a painter, she creates a subtle, progressive picture that Alzheimer's brings to both the family and the
victim of this insidious disease.. The Journey Together with Love In "Love Endures All Things", Ginda
Simpson requires us on a brief, yet intimate, trip as she recalls and replays her father's trip into that lengthy
and deep night that is called Alzheimer's disease. She we can peek inside of her thoughts as her father
gradually looses his. As a writer, Simpson paints a simple, loving, mosaic of her father's labors to throw off
his adversary. Gindahas given us a compassionate account of 1 family's "trip of ever shifting truth".. Yet,
this publication breathes life and a knowledge that the trip for the caregiver only has indicating and
importance. Ginda closes with one of these encouraging words: "As we add light to the darkness of their
confused world, the world becomes more illuminated.aren't alone..I have bought a copy for myself and
something for my brother once we find ourselves on the same journey with this mother, and would
recommend this book to anyone looking for a way to understand what is happening to their cherished one
with Alzheimers and to the family who is trying to help them." Those victims "have to know that they. We
must journey with them, for it truly is a journey worth taking." That journey is possible, because as her title
and her father remind us that what St. Paul still assures over the ages is still true: "Love bears all things,
believes all things, hopes everything, endures everything." She has shown me how to respond to my friend
who's battling Alzheimer's.. She offers practical methods to walk through this journey. Quoting from her
book: "We cannot pull an Alzheimer's individual back into our world. We must hold their hands and enter
their new reality, therefore letting them know they are not alone and this certainly must help diminish their
dread. She offers wish and encouragement and reminds us that our love and our presence within their lives is
so very powerful.. if they lose sight of the world because they once understood it, we can make sure they
find our smiles." An awesome book Ginda has written a beautiful book of inspiration for individuals who
walk with loved ones and close friends through their struggle with Alzheimers Disease. I've bought many
copies to talk about with friends and the service she is staying in.I have read this publication twice today,

and found it both beautiful to look at and comforting in the way she writes such an uplifting account of an
awful and difficult subject matter. The writer told her tale in ways in which others dealing with similar
situations could relate. It could be reassuring to listen to how others possess coped and be reminded of the
occasions of pleasure and love that may be found. I know it helped me in some low occasions of my very
own mother's journey with dementia."Like Endures All Things: A Journey with Alzheimer's" is a heartfelt
account of how a loving daugther feels when her family is confronted with her father's Alzheimer and how
slowly but surely 'Al' took a growing number of of him away from them. Would recommend to close friends
& Initial illustrations added a lovely dimension to the reserve. simultaneously coping with the everyday
realities of the extremely different ways in which each family member coped, - or didn't.A positive and
generous sharing of a very difficult journey.Megan Phillips
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